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We're excited to unveil a new frontier: the TrailBlazer 
Finance Bimonthly Newsletter! 

 

From industry trends to team highlights, charitable donations, and captivating 

discoveries, this newsletter will hopefully be entertaining and informative... we 

can only try! 

 

This is uncharted territory for us, and we're eager to navigate it with your input.  

We're all ears for your feedback, so let us know what resonates.  
 

    
  

 

  

Jeff's Musings 

Rates have risen considerably, 

should we be worried? Jeff 

explores the 'Interest rate hysteria' 

in an historical context in his latest 

article. 

Read now 

 

  

    
 

  

https://efnc-zgph.campaign-view.com/ua/viewinbrowser?od=3z107317f3a1fc514d0e4d89abf57d6c62dcf7bb144cff9290eb58b35ac7ad48c2&rd=14177d3ca438990a&sd=14177d3ca4380050&n=11699e4bf52eee4&mrd=14177d3ca4380004&m=1
https://efnc-zgph.maillist-manage.com/click/14177d3ca438990a/14177d3ca4383311


 

 

 

 

    

 

Upcoming Webinar - A Dummies 

Guide To Blockchain And 

Finance 

How will blockchain shape the 

future of finance? Join blockchain 

expert Mauro Casellini along with 

Laurence Hugo and Jeff Zulman as 

they discuss this fascinating topic 

on Thursday the 28th of September 

at 2pm. Register for the webinar via 

this link: 

Get Now 

 

  

 

  

Where are Financial Planning 

valuations headed? 

Jeff recently spoke at the 'Debt Vs. 

Equity Summit', he shares his 

thoughts on FP valuations in this 

short video. 

 

https://efnc-zgph.maillist-manage.com/click/14177d3ca438990a/14177d3ca4383313


 

Watch now  

 

  

    

  

 

  

TT Foundation 

TrailBlazer Finance established the 

TT Foundation as a way to give back. 

We look for small, specialised 

charities that have a clear, singular 

focus (kind of like our approach to 

lending). To learn more about the TT 

Foundation click the link below. 

TT Foundation  

 

 

    

  

https://efnc-zgph.maillist-manage.com/click/14177d3ca438990a/14177d3ca4383315
https://efnc-zgph.maillist-manage.com/click/14177d3ca438990a/14177d3ca4383317


 

 



 

Interesting Discovery 

Where is the best place to live and 

work in the world? 

This article by Visual Capitalist 

analysed 128 cities worldwide to 

determine the cities with the best 

work-life balance worldwide. Where 

did the Aussies rank? 

Read article  

 

  

    

 

Thanks for reading our debut newsletter! What did you think? 

 

Get in touch via the Make an Enquiry link below. 

 

All the best, 

The TrailBlazer Finance Team 
 

Make an Enquiry  

 

 

    
 

Want to change how you receive these emails? 

you can update your preferences or unsubscribe from this list. 

   

This email was sent by jeffz@trailblazer.net.au to product@connective.com.au 

Not interested? Unsubscribe | Manage Preference | Update profile 
TrailBlazer Finance | Level 4, Suite 401, 59-75 Grafton Street, Bondi Junction. NSW 2028  
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